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Multiple advanced logic gates made of DNA-Ag nanocluster and the application for intelligent detection of pathogenic bacterial genes

A set of basic logic gates, YES, OR, AND, XOR and INHIBIT, were constructed on a simple and universal DNA-AgNCs platform, which could be further integrated to implement advanced arithmetic and non-arithmetic functions including half-adder, half-subtractor, multiplexer, and demultiplexer. Meanwhile, the potential application of multiplexer as intelligent biosensor was explored for the first time to distinguish multiple pathogenic bacterium genes from each other with high sensitivity.
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The integration of multiple DNA logic gates on a universal platform to implement advance logic functions is a critical challenge for DNA computing. Herein, a straightforward and powerful strategy in which a guanine-rich DNA sequence lighting up a silver nanocluster and fluorophore was developed to construct a library of logic gates on a simple DNA-templated silver nanoclusters (DNA-AgNCs) platform. This library included basic logic gates, YES, AND, OR, INHIBIT, and XOR, which were further integrated into complex logic circuits to implement diverse advanced arithmetic/non-arithmetic functions including half-adder, half-subtractor, multiplexer, and demultiplexer. Under UV irradiation, all the logic functions could be instantly visualized, confirming an excellent repeatability. The logic operations were entirely based on DNA hybridization in an enzyme-free and label-free condition, avoiding waste accumulation and reducing cost consumption. Interestingly, a DNA-AgNCs-based multiplexer was, for the first time, used as an intelligent biosensor to identify pathogenic genes, E. coli and S. aureusgenes, with a high sensitivity. The investigation provides a prototype for the wireless integration of multiple devices on even the simplest single-strand DNA platform to perform diverse complex functions in a straightforward and cost-effective way.

Introduction

To fulfill the demands of increased computational complexity, it is critical to integrate multiple logic gates into advanced logic circuits on a universal platform for the next generation of molecular computing.1–3 In electronics, higher-ordered logic circuits implement complex functional and information processing at varying degrees of complexity by electrically wiring multiple required logic gates, which is a significant challenge on a molecular scale.4 Thanks to its massive parallel computation ability, programmable sequence, and predictable configuration, DNA has been validated as an extremely powerful material for the engineering of DNA logic gates.5–8 To date, various DNA logic gates have been successfully constructed to implement versatile functions from data to information processing.9–18 According to the special catalysis of DNAzymes in many reactions, parallel gate arrays, multilayered gate cascades and fan-out gates have been successfully constructed.19–23 A toehold strategy based on entropy-driven DNA strand displacement provides an outstanding possibility for building enzyme-free DNA logic gates.24,25 Three DNA logic gates (one AND and two NOT) were integrated on a 2D platform via DNA crossover tile technology.1 The investigations significantly improve the development of DNA computing. However, it is worth noting that by-products are usually generated during logic operation, resulting in waste accumulation within the system. Meanwhile, cost-effective molecular logic gates constructed on a universal platform and featuring a simple operation is still a main challenge for the integration of molecular devices.26,27

DNA-templated silver nanoclusters (DNA-AgNCs) with molecular-like properties have attracted increasing attention in extensive research fields due to their intrinsic merits such as excellent photostability, biocompatibility, and low cost.28 As signal transducers, DNA-AgNCs present advantages over organic dyes and quantum dots in that the use of DNA-AgNCs not only avoids the covalent label of DNA with a signal indicator, but also makes it easier to be introduced into a DNA logic system via the DNA template.29,30 The fluorescence emission of DNA-AgNCs exhibits size and sequence-dependent property31 and is highly sensitive to their micro-environment.32,33 These intrinsic properties endow DNA-AgNCs with promising applications in the development of parallel/cascade logic gates and computing circuits. Here, we demonstrated that a set of basic
logics (YES, AND, OR, XOR, and INHIBIT (INH)) and advanced logic gates (half adder (HA), half subtractor (HS), multiplexer (MUX), and demultiplexer (DMUX)) can be integrated into a single DNA-AgNCs platform to implement arithmetic and non-arithmetic logic functions.

Aside from the engineering of DNA computing, the construction of DNA logic gates is of scientific interest for intelligent biosensing and diagnostics. To date, most of the logic-related analyses have been developed according to AND or OR logic gates with biomarkers as inputs. An AND gate based diagnosis system reports a high output signal in the coexistence of all biomarkers. For OR gate based detection, any one of the biomarkers can cause a high output signal response. To a certain degree, this provides a convincing way for intelligent diagnosis. However, AND or OR gate-based analysis suffers from the limitation of distinguishing biomarkers from each other, which might be overcome by a multiplexer gate-based biosensor. With two disease-related foodborne pathogen genes as inputs, here, a 2:1 multiplexer was demonstrated for the first time to act as intelligent biosensor to distinguish each of the genes with one output signal response under logic control.

**Result and discussion**

DNA-AgNCs were designed as a universal platform for the construction of multiple advanced logic gates, which contained two segments: a cytosine-rich (C-rich) segment for synthesizing AgNCs and an input-recognizing segment. A dim fluorescence of DNA-AgNCs could be lightened up by the approached guanine-rich (G-rich) DNA strand (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†), which was consistent with previous reports. This implemented the simplest YES gate function. Via simple modulation of the input sequences, a set of basic logic gates, including XOR, AND, OR, and INH, were successfully constructed on the same DNA-AgNCs platform (see Fig. S2–S8 in ESI†). Their combinations provide a powerful application to transfer a basic Boolean logic gate into advanced logic gates, thus implementing functions of almost the whole family of logic gates. Here, we demonstrated that arithmetic functions, such as half adder and half subtractor, and non-arithmetic functions, such as multiplexer and demultiplexer, could be reached by integrating the required basic logic gates on the universal platform of DNA-AgNCs.

As important logic gates, half adder and half subtractor are highly demanded in numerical data and information processing. A half adder can implement an addition function on two binary digits by integrating an XOR gate and an AND gate in parallel to respectively code for a SUM and a CARRY digit, which requires two distinct output signals. Here, fluorescent AgNCs modulated by G-rich DNA sequences were used as signal indicators for the XOR logic gate. Interestingly, G-rich oligonucleotide sequences could form a G-quadruplex (G4) configuration to enhance the fluorescence of organic dyes. Such a combination of G-rich DNA modulating the fluorescence of AgNCs and fluorophore endows DNA-AgNCs as a powerful building block for the construction of advanced logic gates. To implement HA function, NMM (N-Methyl Mesoporphyrin IX) was selected as the signal indicator of the required AND gate since it has the properties of special structural selectivity for G4 rather than single, duplex, or triplex DNA strands. The resulting complex of G4/NMM can generate a pronounced fluorescent signal. Fig. 1A outlines the operation principle of the developed HA. Both AgNCs and NMM emitted dim fluorescence signals in the absence of any input (Fig. 1B(a) and (e), respectively). Each of the two inputs, IN₁HA and IN₂HA, contained a G-rich segment of (GGGGGGGTTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal to augment the fluorescence of the AgNCs by forming duplexes of DNA-AgNCs/IN₁HA and DNA-AgNCs/IN₂HA (Fig. 1B(b) and (c)). In contrast, the low fluorescence responses of NMM were monitored in both cases where the G-rich sequence of (GGGGGGGTTGGGT) in IN₁HA and IN₂HA could not form a G4 configuration and thus had no significant influence on the fluorescence of NMM (Fig. 1B(f) and (g), respectively). When both inputs coexist, they preferred to hybridize together while they did not hybridize with DNA-AgNCs. Then, AgNCs reported a dim fluorescence signal (Fig. 1B(d)). However, the fluorescence of NMM was strongly augmented (Fig. 1B(h)) since the G-rich sequence of (GGGGGGGTTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal of IN₁HA formed a G4 configuration by hybridizing with the (TGGGT) sequence at the 5'-terminal of IN₂HA, which further formed the G4/NMM complex. The formation of the G4 configuration was
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validated by circular dichroism (CD) experiments (Fig. S9 in ESif). The DNA interactions were validated by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) experiment (Fig. S10 in ESif).

To implement HA function, the normalized fluorescence intensities of the signal indicators at maximum peaks, $F_{\text{max}}(\text{NMM})$ and $F_{\text{max}}(\text{AgNCs})$, were plotted as a function of input combinations (Fig. 1C). Similar to the approach used in electronics, the output signal with an undefined range was defined as “1” or “0” when the normalized fluorescence intensity was higher than 0.45 or lower than 0.4, respectively. This definition was available for all logic operations in this work. The resulting truth table (Fig. 1D) clearly demonstrated that AND and XOR gates were successfully integrated in parallel to implement the HA arithmetic function. The entire logic system executes binary arithmetic operations of $(0 + 0 = 0\ 0)$, $(1 + 0 = 0\ 1)$, and $(0 + 1 = 0\ 1)$. The case of $(1 + 1 = 2)$ endowed the SUM digit as 0 and the CARRY digit as 1, yielding $(1 + 1 = 1\ 0)$. Interestingly, the HA logic operation could be directly observed from the photos of the AND and XOR logic gates under UV irradiation (Fig. 1E). The fluorescence of NMM could be directly visualized in the coexistence of the two inputs, corresponding to the AND gate operation. For the XOR gate, the fluorescence of DNA-AgNCs could be clearly observed in the presence of either IN1$_{\text{HA}}$ or IN2$_{\text{HA}}$. The results matched the fluorescence results quite well, validating the excellent reproducibility of the logic operations. Of note, the developed integration strategy of the molecular device presents advantages that the required AND and XOR gate share a common threshold value, a universal platform and the same set of inputs. Furthermore, the use of NMM as the second signal indicator by combining G-rich sequence modulation has the advantages of avoiding chemical labels and simplifying logic operations. This also provides an instructive strategy to wirelessly integrate molecular devices on a universal platform for untraditional molecular computing with a simple operation. This successful integration inspired us to construct other advanced logic gates on the DNA-AgNCs platform.

A half subtractor can implement a subtraction function of two bits by combining an XOR gate and an INH gate in parallel to produce a DIFFERENCE bit and a BORROW bit, respectively. Different from HA, an INH gate while not an AND gate is required by HS to integrate with an XOR gate. By modulating the input DNA sequences, an INH gate could feasibly be integrated with the developed XOR gate on the DNA-AgNCs platform. Fig. 2A outlines the operation principle of the as-developed HS. Both AgNCs and NMM reported a low fluorescence signal at the initial state (Fig. 2B(a) and (e), respectively). IN1$_{\text{HS}}$ containing the G-rich sequence (GGGTGGGTGGGTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal and IN2$_{\text{HS}}$ containing the G-rich sequence (GGGTGGGTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal could light up the fluorescence of the AgNCs by forming a duplex of DNA-AgNCs/IN1$_{\text{HS}}$ (Fig. 2B(b)) and DNA-AgNCs/IN2$_{\text{HS}}$ (Fig. 2B(c)), respectively. The coexistence of the two inputs produced a duplex of IN1$_{\text{HS}}$/IN2$_{\text{HS}}$ due to the stronger affinity between IN1$_{\text{HS}}$ and IN2$_{\text{HS}}$, leaving DNA-AgNCs alone with a low fluorescence response (Fig. 2B(d)). For the NMM-related INH gate, the G-rich sequence (GGGTGGGTGGGTGGGT) of IN$_{\text{HS}}$ outstandingly enhanced the fluorescence of NMM by forming a G4/NMM complex (Fig. 2B(f)). The guanine base sequence (GGGTGGGTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal of IN2$_{\text{HS}}$ however, was not sufficient to form a G4 configuration, producing a low fluorescence of NMM (Fig. 2B(g)). In the coexistence of the two inputs, the C-rich segment (CCCACCC) at the 5’-terminal of IN2$_{\text{HS}}$ hybridized with the G-rich segment at the 3’-terminal of IN1$_{\text{HS}}$, inhibiting the formation of G4. Therefore, no enhanced fluorescence of NMM was monitored (Fig. 2B(h)). The modulation of the G4 configuration was validated by CD experiments (Fig. S11 in ESif).

By plotting $F_{\text{max}}(\text{NMM})$ and $F_{\text{max}}(\text{AgNCs})$ against input combinations (Fig. 2C), the resulting truth table (Fig. 2D) indicates that the NMM-related INH logic gate and the AgNC-related XOR logic gate, respectively, performed the BORROW and DIFFERENT functions. The whole logic system implements binary arithmetic operations of $(0 - 0 = 0\ 0)$, $(1 - 0 = 0\ 1)$, and $(1 - 1 = 0\ 0)$. The case of $(0 - 1)$ is calculated via a high borrow to transfer it to $(2 - 1 = 1)$, ending both BORROW and DIFFERENT digits as “1” and finally getting the result of $(0 - 1 = 1\ 1)$. Thus, the half subtractor was successfully achieved by integrating XOR and INH logic gates in parallel on a simple platform by hybridizing with two single strand DNA inputs in an
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enzyme-free and waste-free way. Fig. 2E exhibits the respective visions of INH and XOR logic operations under UV irradiation. The results further validate the reproducibility and reliability of the designed logic gate.

The developed half adder and half subtractor belong to the category of arithmetic logic gate. Molecular computing requires logic gates not only for arithmetic operations, but also for non-arithmetic operations, such as data transmission and compression/decompression, which are critical for information theory and computer science, while these have rarely been developed on a molecular scale. This inspired us to further construct non-arithmetic logic gates such as multiplexer (MUX) and demultiplexer (DMUX) on the DNA-AgNCs platform. Both multiplexer and demultiplexer consist of input, selector, and output, implementing data decompression and compression functions under selector control. A 1:2 DMUX can transmit one input (INDMUX) into two output channels via a selector (SDMUX) control, which could be realized by integrating an AND gate and an INH gate in parallel. As illustrated in Fig. 3A, the required AND logic gate with NMM as the signal indicator was integrated with the AgNC-related INH gate on the DNA-AgNCs platform to implement a demultiplexer function. Both the AgNCs and NMM exhibited a low fluorescence in the absence of INDMUX and SDMUX (Fig. 3B(a) and (e), respectively). The INDMUX could hybridize with the input-recognition segment of the DNA-AgNCs, forming a duplex of DNA-AgNCs/INDMUX. The G-rich sequence (GGTTGGGTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal of INDMUX was then approached to the AgNCs at the 5'-terminal of DNA-AgNCs, lighting up the fluorescence of AgNCs (Fig. 3B(b)). However, the G-rich sequence (GGTTGGGTGGGT) could not form G4 configuration, generating a low fluorescence of NMM (Fig. 3B(f)). The SDMUX contained the sequence of (GGGT) at the 5'-terminal, which was designed to neither hybridize with DNA-AgNCs nor form G4 configuration. Thus, neither the fluorescence of AgNCs (Fig. 3B(c)) nor the fluorescence of NMM (Fig. 3B(g)) was enhanced. In the coexistence of INDMUX and SDMUX, the duplex INDMUX/SDMUX rather than DNA-AgNCs/INDMUX was generated due to the higher affinity between INDMUX and SDMUX, resulting in a low fluorescence of DNA-AgNCs (Fig. 3B(d)). However, the formation of INDMUX/SDMUX gathered the G-rich sequence (GGTTGGGTGGGT) at the 3'-terminal of INDMUX and (GGGT) at the 5'-terminal of SDMUX together to generate a G4 configuration, leading to an outstanding fluorescence of NMM (Fig. 3B(h)). Therefore, the INDMUX was transmitted into channel 2 in the presence of SDMUX. By plotting the output channels of Fmax(NMM) and Fmax(AgNCs) against the input combinations (Fig. 3C), the demultiplexer operation could be conveniently obtained from the truth table (Fig. 3D). This can be instantly visualized from the photographs under UV irradiation (Fig. 3E). The input was transmitted into channel 1 with AgNCs as the signal indicator if the selector (SDMUX) was kept “OFF”. Otherwise, the INDMUX was transmitted into channel 2 with NMM as the signal indicator.

A 2:1 multiplexer (MUX) executes a reversed function to the 1:2 demultiplexer, which consists of two inputs, one selector and one output channel. By controlling the selector in the “ON” or “OFF” state, the two inputs can be selectively transmitted into a single output channel. Fig. 4A depicts the operation principle of the developed 2:1 MUX with AgNCs as the signal reporter. Here, we first discussed the case in the absence of SDMUX, i.e., when the selector is kept “OFF”. The original logic system reported a dim fluorescence signal in the absence of both inputs (IN1MUX and IN2MUX), Fig. 4B(a). Both IN1MUX and IN2MUX contained G-rich segments. The IN1MUX could hybridize with the DNA-AgNCs, thus transforming the AgNCs into bright-fluorescence-emitting clusters by the approaching G-rich segment, Fig. 4B(b). In contrast to IN1MUX, IN2MUX did not hybridize with DNA-AgNCs, resulting in a low output signal, Fig. 4B(c). In the coexistence of IN1MUX and IN2MUX, IN2MUX had no influence on the hybridization between IN1MUX and DNA-AgNCs. A high output signal was then monitored, which was similar to that in the presence of only IN1MUX, Fig. 4B(d). The results demonstrate that the multiplexer would report a high output signal of “1” in the presence of IN1MUX and a low output signal of “0” in the absence of IN1MUX, which was independent of the presence or absence of IN2MUX if the selector was absent. Considering the other case that the selector was in the state of “ON”, the added SDMUX would associate with DNA-AgNCs to form a duplex of DNA-AgNCs/SDMUX, which still reported a low output signal (Fig. 4B(e)). Here, DNA-AgNCs were designed to have a higher affinity to SDMUX than to IN1MUX. Therefore, the addition
of IN1MUX had no obvious influence on the duplex formation of SMUX/DNA-AgNCs. A low output signal would then be monitored (Fig. 4B(f)). With the addition of IN2MUX, the SMUX would act as linker, bringing IN2MUX and DNA-AgNCs together. The approaching G-rich segment of IN2MUX significantly enhanced the fluorescence of the AgNCs (Fig. 4B(g)). A similar augmented fluorescence signal was detected in the coexistence of SMUX, IN1MUX, and IN2MUX (Fig. 4B(h)), since IN1MUX also had no influence on the association among IN2MUX, SMUX, and DNA-AgNCs. Apparently, the multiplexer would report a high output signal in the presence of IN2MUX and a low output signal in the absence of IN2MUX. The plotting of FIMAX against the input combinations (Fig. 4C) generated the corresponding truth table (Fig. 4D), which was further validated by the photographs of the multiplexer operation, triggered by UV irradiation (Fig. 4E). These results demonstrate that the multiplexer would transfer the state of IN1MUX into the output channel if the selector was kept “OFF”. It would transmit the state of the IN2MUX into the output channel if the selector was kept “ON”, which means the feature of a 2:1 multiplexer.

Up to now, arithmetic logic gates of HA and HS and non-arithmetic logic gates of MUX and DMUX have been successfully constructed on the universal platform of DNA-AgNCs. Considering the reuse of the developed logic gates, resetting the logic system would be a possible way which could be realized by modifying the DNA-AgNCs on a magnetic nanoparticle surface (MNP/DNA-AgNCs). After finishing the logic operations, the logic system was heated at 90 °C for 10 min to de-hybridize the formed DNA duplexes. Under the assistance of a magnetic field, the MNP/DNA-AgNCs would be separated from the released DNA strands, which were then used to implement the next cycle of logic operations.

Except for data and information processing, the developed DNA logic system as an intelligent biosensor was further explored. As dangerous pathogenic bacteria, *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) and *Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) can cause foodborne infections and seriously threaten public health. Here, the *E. coli* gene and *S. aureus* gene were used as model targets to validate the logic-controlled detection via multiplexer function. To realize a 2:1 multiplexer-based intelligent detection, a G-rich DNA strand (G-DNA) and two DNA strand-templated AgNCs (P1-AgNCs and P2-AgNCs) were designed as the platform, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, we first discuss the case in the absence of the selector DNA (S-DNA). The IN1 of the *S. aureus* gene acted as a linker to bridge P1-AgNCs and G-DNA together to form the complex IN1/P1-AgNCs/G-DNA. The dim fluorescence of the AgNCs (Fig. 6A(a)) was significantly enhanced by the approaching G-DNA (Fig. 6A(b)). In the presence of IN2, the *E. coli* gene, it would hybridize with P2-AgNCs and form a duplex of IN2/P2-AgNCs, which had no influence on the fluorescence of AgNCs (Fig. 6A(c)). In the coexistence of IN1 and IN2, IN1/P1-AgNCs/G-DNA and IN2/P2-AgNCs were generated, resulting in an enhanced fluorescence output signal (Fig. 6A(d)). The results demonstrate that the multiplexer would report a high output signal of “1” in the presence of the *S. aureus* gene and a low
output signal of “0” in the absence of the *S. aureus* gene, which was independent of the presence or absence of the *E. coli* gene if the selector kept “OFF”.

With the addition of S-DNA, the IN1 of the *S. aureus* gene would hybridize with the S-DNA rather than with P2-AgNCs and G-DNA due to the higher affinity between IN1 and S-DNA. A low output signal similar to the original fluorescence (Fig. 6A(e)) was then monitored (Fig. 6A(f)). Different from that, IN2 of the *E. coli* gene would link P2-AgNCs and S-DNA together, forming a complex of IN2/P2-AgNCs/S-DNA. When the AgNCs of P2-AgNCs approach the G-rich sequence of S-DNA, an augmented fluorescence signal of AgNCs is produced (Fig. 6A(g)). In the coexistence of IN1 and IN2, IN1 would hybridize with S-DNA, which had no influence on the hybridization among IN2, P2-AgNCs and S-DNA, resulting in an enhanced output signal (Fig. 6A(h)). Obviously, the multiplexer would report a high output signal in the presence of the *E. coli* gene and a low output signal in the absence of the *E. coli* gene, which was independent of the presence or absence of the *S. aureus* gene if the selector was kept “ON”. By plotting the normalized fluorescence of the AgNCs against various input combinations (Fig. 6B), the results demonstrate that the multiplexer would transfer the state of the *S. aureus* gene into the output channel if the selector was kept “OFF” and would transmit the state of the *E. coli* gene into the output channel if the selector was switched “ON”. Meanwhile, the limit of detection reaches 100 fM for both *E. coli* and *S. aureus* gene detection due to the G-rich enhancement on the fluorescence of AgNCs (see Fig. S12 in ESI†).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output of detection kit A (with the S-DNA)</th>
<th>Output of detection kit B (without the S-DNA)</th>
<th>Rapid decision-making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Containing neither <em>S. aureus</em> nor <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Containing <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Containing <em>S. aureus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Containing both <em>S. aureus</em> and <em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a design enables us to identify multiple targets with a single signal indicator and also could help to make a rapid evaluation on various states of input in the sample. As illustrated in Table 1, the 2:1 multiplexer-based sensing system in the presence of the selector DNA was defined as detection kit A. The sensing system in the absence of the selector DNA was defined as detection kit B. For the decision making, the sample was divided into two parts and added into kit A and kit B, respectively. If both detection kits A and B reported a low output signal ("0"), then, neither *S. aureus* nor *E. coli* gene existed in the sample. If a high output ("1") was detected from kit A, this indicated the existence of *E. coli*. The high output ("1") of kit B suggested the presence of *S. aureus*. If both kits reported a high output ("1"), then, the sample contained both *S. aureus* and *E. coli*. The multiplexer-based biosensing system simplifies the operation effort and reduces the assay time, presenting a great potential application in high-throughput rapid detection.

### Conclusions

We have successfully developed a novel strategy for the wireless integration of DNA logic gates into a simple and universal platform to implement multiple advanced arithmetic and non-arithmetic logic functions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a library of basic logic gates (YES, AND, OR, XOR and INH) and advanced logic gates (half adder, half subtractor, multiplexer and demultiplexer) have been constructed on the simplest single-strand DNA platform. The repeatability was further validated by instantly visualizing the logic operation under UV irradiation. All the logic gates shared a common threshold value, which would be beneficial for the integration of multiple molecular devices. The strategy of G-rich DNA sequence lighting up AgNCs and NMM for generating output signal avoids the chemical labeling of fluorophore and quencher, providing a cost-effective and powerful way for constructing complex logic gates. The enzyme-free logic operations were quite simple and entirely implemented on the basis of DNA strand-hybridization, thus eliminating waste accumulation in the system and reducing the overall time-consumption of DNA computing. Apart from a futuristic vision for molecular computing, the potential application of logic gates for intelligent detection has been further confirmed by distinguishing the *E. coli* and *S. aureus* genes with one output signal under multiplexer control. The developed strategy is straightforward and versatile, thus providing an instructive way for the integration of multiple molecular devices and intelligent diagnosis.

### Experimental details

**The synthesis of DNA-AgNCs**

The DNA-AgNCs were prepared according to a previous report. Briefly, AgNO₃ solution (6 μM) was added into oligonucleotide solutions (1 μM) (phosphate buffer, 20 mM, pH 7.4) and incubated for 30 min at 4 °C. NaBH₄ solution (6 μM) was then quickly added into the mixture under vigorous shaking. DNA-AgNCs with maximum emissions at 620 nm and 580 nm were
obtained by modulating the mole ratio of DNA, Ag⁺ and NaBH₄ with 1 : 6 : 6 and 1 : 12 : 6, respectively. The resultant mixture was kept in the dark at 4 °C.

**Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis**

Polyacrylamide gels (20%) were prepared with 1× TBE buffer (pH 8.3). All the used DNAs were denatured by heating at 90 °C for 10 min and then slowly cooling down to about 25 °C. Each sample (9 μL) was mixed with loading buffer (1 μL) before loading onto the gel. The gel was run at a constant voltage of 100 V over a period of about 2.5 h. The gel was then immersed in SYBR®gold nucleic acid gel stain solution (1×) for about 30 min and then washed with water twice. The gel images were obtained from the Gel Doc™ XR+, Bio-RAD system (USA).

**UV photograph**

The UV photographs of the as-prepared logic gates of YES, AND, OR, INH, XOR, HA, HS, MUX and DMUX were carried out under UV light irradiation with an excitation source of 365 nm. To take photographs of the advanced logic operations, HA, HS, and DMUX, the signal probes were added individually. NMM was absent when taking photographs for DNA-AgNCs-related logic operations. To directly observe NMM-related logic operations, only the DNA strand of the DNA-AgNCs, and not the DNA-AgNCs, was used.

**CD measurement**

A Bio-Logic MOS450 spectropolarimeter (France) was utilized to collect the CD spectra of the oligonucleotides (4 μM) at room temperature. An average of three scans from 210 nm to 330 nm was recorded in an optical chamber (1 mm optical path length). The background of the buffer solution (PB buffer, 10 mM, pH 7.4, 10 mM K⁺) was subtracted from the CD data. Throughout the experiments, the lamp of the spectropolarimeter was always kept under a stable flow of dry purified nitrogen (99.99%) to avoid ozone production.

**Logic operation**

DNA-AgNCs (maximum emission at 580 nm) were used as the platform for all the developed logic operations in this investigation, including YES, AND, OR, INH, XOR, HA, HS, MUX and DMUX. The required inputs with various combinations for each logic gate were added into the logic system according to the logic operation. After incubating for 1 h at room temperature, the fluorescence spectra of the DNA-AgNCs and NMM were recorded. The concentration of all the DNAs used was 500 nM for the YES, AND, OR, INH and XOR logic gates. The concentration of all the DNAs used was 200 nM for the HA, HS, MUX and DMUX logic gates. The concentration of NMM was 200 nM for the HA, HS and DMUX logic gates. All the used DNA strands can be found in Table S1 in ESL.† All the chemicals and materials used can be found in ESL.†
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